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Neutron Stars

 Variety of scenarios regarding inner structure: with or without QM

 Question whether/how QCD phase transition occurs is not settled

 Most honest approach: take both (and more) scenarios into 

account and compare to available data
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Neutron Stars and Strangeness?

Strange Core?        Hyperons?     Strange Stars?



M-R Constraints

(skip cooling, rotation, …)



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crab_Nebula#/media/File:Crab_Nebula_in_Multiple_Wavelengths.png

SN 1054
Crab Nebula



Courtesy of http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~optics/Lucky_Web_site CRAB PULSAR

Age 962 yrs Rotation 29.6 /s

Mass ? Radius ?

Luminosity ? B-field ?

SN 1054
Crab Nebula
Crab Pulsar



Compact Star Masses

masses range from 
1.2 to about 2 solar masses

typically measured in 
binary systems from
post Keplerian parameters

→ GR effects!

J.Lattimer, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 62 (2012) 485-515



Compact Star Masses

masses range from 
1.2 to about 2 solar masses

typically measured in 
binary systems from
post Keplerian parameters

→ GR effects!

 High Massive NS with 2 solar masses ( 1.97±0.04 MSUN )

 (Demorest et al., Nature 467, 1081-1083 (2010), Fonseca et al., ApJ 832, 167 (2016))

 Another High Massive NS with 2 solar masses 
(Antoniadis et al.(2013), Science 340, 448)



Compact Star Radii

radii range from 8 to 15 km

typically measured in 
isolated systems from
brightness(variations)

→ strongly model dependent
→ results usually with large

error bars and controversial

Fortin, M., J. L. Zdunik, P. Haensel, and M. Bejger, 2015, Astron. Astrophys. 576, A68.



Compact Star Radii –
July 13, 2017: Begin NICER science program

Neutron Star Interior 
Composition Explorer

- installed on ISS
- measures soft X-ray emission

(0.2 – 12 keV)
- promises 10% accuracy in Radius

https://www.nasa.gov/nicer

Plenty of new data expected.
NS models can be tested!

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/nicer_about.html



Compact Stars and the 

Equation of State



NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State

▪ NS mass is sensitive 

mainly to the sym. EoS

(In particular true for

heavy NS)

▪ Folcloric:     

QM is soft, hence no

NS with QM core

▪ Fact:

QM is softer, but able

to support QM core in NS



Equation of State (nuclear matter)



constraints (nuclear matter)

Oertel et al. (TK), RMP, 2017
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constraints (nuclear matter)

Oertel et al. (TK), RMP, 2017



Flow Constraint

20.5.2011

Klähn et al., Phys.Rev. C74 (2006) 035802 

P. Danielewicz et al., Science (2002)



Flow Constraint

20.5.2011

If UB confirmed 
unambiguously...

HIC constrain 
maximum NS mass!

... estimate when 
observed maximum was 
at 1.7 𝑀𝑆𝑈𝑁:

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 2.0 − 2.1 𝑀𝑆𝑈𝑁

sunmax M1.20.2M 

Klähn et al., 
Phys.Rev. C74 (2006) 035802 



Hyperon Stars



Hyperon Puzzle (or not)

sunmax M1.20.2M 

I.Vidana, J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 668 (2016) (2013)



Hyperon Puzzle (or not)

sunmax M1.20.2M 

Lonardoni et al., PRL 114 (2015)

Hyperons soften EoS

Solutions:

- Repulsion 
- More repulsion

3 body forces
BHF/DBHF 
not trivial

- Repulsion delays
onset of hyperons

- QM Phasetrans.

If there are Hyperons
in CSs fraction is small



Quark Matter



Confinement: No isolated quark has ever been observed
Quarks are confined in baryons and mesons        

Dynamical Mass Generation:
Proton 940 MeV, 3 constituent quarks with each 5 MeV
→ 98.4% from chiral symmetry breaking

eff. quark mass in proton: 940 MeV/3 ≈ 313 MeV
eff. quark mass in pion  :  140 MeV/2  =  70  MeV

quark masses generated by interactions only
‚out of nothing‘
interaction in QCD through (self interacting) gluons
dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) 
is a distinct nonperturbative feature!

Confinement and DCSB are connected. Not trivially seen from QCD Lagrangian.
Investigating quark-hadron phase transition requires nonperturbative approach.

What is so special about quarks?



Dense Nuclear Matter in terms of Quark DoF is barely understood

Problem is attacked in vacuum Faddeev Equations

Baryons as composites of confined quarks and diquarks

Bethe Salpeter Equations

quarks

hadrons
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NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State
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We do not yet account consistently for these phenomena when describing QM in Compact Stars...

Current reality is:
Bag-Model: 
While Bag-models certainly account for confinement (constructed to do exactly this)
they do not exhibit DCSB (quark masses are fixed).
NJL-Model
While NJL-type models certainly account for DCSB (applied, because they do)
they do not (trivialy) exhibit confinement.
Modifications to address these shortcomings exist (e.g. PNJL)
Still holds: Inspired by, but not based on QCD.

Lattice QCD still fails at T=0 and finite, relevant μ
Dyson-Schwinger Approach
Derive gap equations from QCD-Action. Self consistent self energies.
Successfuly applied to describe meson and hadron properties
Extension from vacuum to finite densities desirable and possible
→ EoS within QCD framework 12/12/2009

Confinement and DCSB – state of the art



NS masses and the (QM) Equation of State



1st Order Phase Transition?



1st Order Phase Transition?

2nd burst in SN ν signal



High mass NSs do not
rule out QM cores

They are no evidence neither.

General problem:
Which observable would
convince that QCD phase
transition happens in nature?

Sagert, Fischer et al. → 
(PRL 2010)
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1st Order Phase Transition?

Mass Twin Solutions



Mass Twins – Generic EoS

Alford, Han, Prakash, Phys.Rev. D88 (2013)

Measurement of objects with
- same mass  but  different radii
- distinct discontinuity in M-R relation
would indicate strong 1st order transition



Mass Twins … or Triplets?

Alford & Sedrakian, arXiv:1706.01592 



NJL Twins

Benic et al., A&A 577 (2015) 

Caveats:
- High stiffness for nuclear and QM EoS

Nuclear EoS:
excluded volume

Quark EoS
8-quark interaction (delayed but rap.         

inc. repulsion)
2-flavor study



Strange Quark Matter?



Strange Quark Matter?

Strange Matter in Hybrid Stars



Phase Diagram of Dense Quark Matter

Blaschke et al.,PRD72 (2005) 065020



Compact Stars with 2SC/CFL core?

TK et al., Phys.Lett. B654 (2007) 

CFL phase is difficult to stabilize

2SC phase is in general stable

For two solar mass configurations: 
vector repulsion – increases max mass

– increases onset density

Diquark condensate reduces onset density



Quark Matter in CS? NJL parameter study
(TK, R.Łastowiecki, D.Blaschke, PRD 88, 085001 (2013))

Set A Set B

Conclusion: NS may or may not support a significant QM core.
additional interaction channels won’t change this if coupling strengths are not precisely known.



Hyperons and Quarks are not exclusive
(Bonanno & Sedrakian, A&A 539 (2012) )

Set A Set B

Sequence of Hyperons, 2SC and CFL QM

Ingredients:

- Walecka type model (Baryon octet)
- NJL type model + Bag constant



Strange Quark Matter?

Strange Stars



Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review:

Three essential papers: 

Key assumptions: Bag is a given, massless colored quark and gluon fields, boundary conditions ensure confinement

1
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Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review:

Three essential papers: 

Three important statements:

1. Limiting case of original (MIT) bag model
(bag is filled with relativistic Fermi gas)
-> thermodynamic bag model

2. Chiral symmetry is restored
bare quark masses

3. Perturbation theory applicable
(more or less)

2. and 3. are related.

3



Bag Model from NJL perspective(TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015)

obvious differences between NJL and Bag:  - DχSB

- confinement

- vector interaction

u,d-quark

Mass
Pressure NJL
Pressure Ideal Gas - Bag
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Bag Model from NJL perspective (TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015)

obvious differences between NJL and Bag:  - DχSB

- confinement

- vector interaction

confinement

Pressure Quark NJL/Bag
Pressure Nuclear Matter

Pressure not zero at χ transition
Reduce χ bag pressure to match
to nuclear EoS

(Pagliara&Schaffner-Bielich PRD, 2008)

χ

dc

dc

eff



Bag Model from NJL perspective (TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015)

obvious differences between NJL and Bag:  - DχSB

- confinement

- vector interaction

s-quark

Mass
Pressure NJL
Pressure Ideal Gas - Bag



Neutron Stars with QM core – vBAG vs BAG



Neutron Stars with QM core – vBAG vs BAG



Chiral + Vector:

‘Confinement’:

And, of course, chiral+vector+’confinement’ (Klahn & Fischer arXiv:1503.07442 ApJ 2015)

vBag: vector interaction enhanced bag model

DCSB

Vector Interaction 

Confinement
(needs hadron EoS!)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1503.07442


Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?
(very) brief review:

Three essential papers: 
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Absolutely Stable Strange Matter?

prediction of absolutely
stable strange quark matter
crucially relies on neglecting
dynamical chiral symmetry
breaking  for light quarks

Difficult to confirm even if
one assumes no DCSB for
strange quarks at all

(TK, T.Fischer, ApJ , 2015)

Dondi, Drago, Pagliara (2017):

Stable Strange Matter in chiral

models if chiral symmetry

restores ‘fast’ (at low density)

That is: rather not chiral

Massive 
light quarks

‘Massless’ 
light quarks

Ms ms



Conclusions:

Strange matter in compact stars

Hyperon core: possible, hyperon puzzle seems solvable

repulsion!, or transition to QM

BUT: hyperon fraction might be small (0…10%)

Quark matter cores: possible, 2f might be favored (careful: model dependent!!!)

2f QM can easily form significant core, repulsion!

3f QM is possible but even more model dependent (repulsion not enough)

Careful: Effective models, few constraints at large densities

Strange Stars: only if absolutely stable strange matter is more than a hypothesis

possible problem for hypothesis: 

chiral symmetry breaking increases E/N


